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Hormones and the Dropping of Fruit
Laurence Southwick
Department of Pomology, Massachusetts State College
There is considerable popular interest in hormones
at the present time with a tendency on the part of many
to believe that Utopia for agriculture can be reached via
the mysterious hormone route. This belief is based on
the tremendous progress made in the past few years
concerning the nature of hormones and their manifestly
universal presence and importance wherever life exists.
Plant growth substances, variously
called growth hormones, growth regulators, growth enzymes,
phytohormones and
auxins, are definitely known to occur in
plants in very minute
quantities. In fact,
they are essential for
normal cell enlargement and recently
have been shown to
influence fruiting processes. Further, it has
been found that the
substances which are
essential for the growth
of plant parts above
the ground often inhibit root growth. The
mechanism by which
hormones “activate”
growth is not well understood at the present
time.
But what has this
to do with the dropping of fruit? Many fruit growers
have heard of investigations regarding the use of hormones to prevent pre-harvest dropping. Scientists at
the U.S. Horticultural Station at Beltsville, Maryland,
have found that many plant substances have the faculty
of delaying normal abscission (dropping) of various
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plant organs including flowers, stems, petioles and even
maturing apples. Recently, with several varieties, very
low concentrations of growth substances applied as late
sprays noticeably lessened the fruit drop. Other limited
tests suggest the same result. We conducted similar tests
this fall in two of our McIntosh blocks in Amherst. In
one case, the results seemed favorable but, in the other,
they were inconclusive.
It is just possible that
we used too weak a concentration (0.0005%)
and perhaps the material used (naphthalene
acetamide) was applied
a little late. However, on
the basis of the results
to date, we believe this
new method should be
following with not more
than a moderate enthusiasm by most growers
until more is known concerning its possibilities.
Probably additional
data on this subject will
be forthcoming during
the next few months.
Further, next season, we
plan to carry on more
extended experiments
here at Massachusetts
State College. If growers wish to try out hormone spraying on a
small scale, a good plan
to follow is to select trees of the same age, with similar
vigor and crop and leave alternate trees in the same row,
for example, as check (untreated) trees. Otherwise,
comparisons of any value will be difficult to make.
(Additional information on these new materials will
appear in the next issue of Fruit Notes.)
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